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Backyard Vineyard
Host a rustic, vineyard-inspired dinner and 

share the season’s bounty.

B Y  E . S .  R O
P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  B R E T  G U M

S T Y L I N G  B Y  S Y L V I A  A S M U S S E N

hat better backdrop is
there for a dinner party
than the brilliant colors
of the sunset and crisp
autumn leaves?
Inspired by the warmth

and beauty of Southern California weather
and the vineyards of Lorimar Winery in
Temecula Valley, Sylvia Asmussen created
a harvest-themed dinner celebrating the
season of plenty. The owner of Madam
Palooza, a vintage wedding and special
events styling company, considers fall
the “perfect time to gather your friends
and family for some outdoor fun,” since it
kicks off the beginning of the holidays.

CREATIVE COMPONENTS
By following her usual principles of

styling—reuse and repurpose—Sylvia
brought the rustic and the romantic
together in divine matrimony. “Use what
you have around your home already.
Think outside of the box and be creative,”
Sylvia encourages. Her collection of
metal birdcages was softened up with a
sprinkling of roses and lilies, European
wooden farm elements were paired with
traditional textiles for a touch of Old
World charm, and planters with a patina
finish were juxtaposed with fresh fruits,
gourds and bales of hay to give them a
fresh personality.

CELEBRATE BOUNTY
While the environment is sure to provide

an abundance of natural beauty, it doesn’t
hurt to bring more flowers into the picture
in sophisticated fall tones such as fiery
oranges, golden yellows and deep reds. “I
love color, so flowers are always a simple
way to add a pop of color,” Sylvia says.
“Whether they’re on an entry table to
welcome guests or incorporated into
your tablescape, flowers can add so
much charm to your harvest décor.”

W

OPPOSITE | Rustic barn doors adorned
with fall blooms and farmhouse 
elements welcome dinner guests with a
stately charm.

A vineyard-inspired dinner is not 
complete without a few glasses of wine.
Lorimar Winery’s Muscat is a sweet,
fresh pairing for a crisp day.
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MIX IT UP LIKE AN EXPERT
As a professional stylist, Sylvia has mas-

tered the art of tabletop décor. She enjoys
bringing out all the fun, vintage pieces she
finds at estate and yard sales for dinner party
events. For the table setting, she suggests
mixing flatware and dishes that have been
handed down through the generations. “In
my case, I have an aunt who gifted me with
some of her family heirlooms. It gives me
great joy to know that these things from the
past are being enjoyed by others,” Sylvia says.

LET FOOD BE THE STAR
Sylvia brought even more of the vine-

yard to the table by “incorporating the
beauty of foods.” Instead of preparing an
elaborate multicourse meal, Sylvia set up
an appetizer bar and a dessert area for an
impromptu gathering that were enticing
and welcoming. She recommends easy-to-
serve snacks such as plump grapes and
figs or crusty bread loaves with a selection
of cheeses. Last but not least, Sylvia offered
a selection of fine wines to fit every palate.
“Don’t live close to a winery? No worries.
Many gourmet shops and markets carry lots
of wines from throughout the region,” 
reassures Sylvia. “Have fun creating a special
menu for your guests!”  

S E E  R E S O U R C E S ,  P A G E  1 4 4

“I LOVE COLOR, SO
FLOWERS ARE ALWAYS
A SIMPLE WAY TO ADD
A POP OF COLOR,”
SYLVIA SAYS. “WHETHER
THEY’RE ON AN 
ENTRY TABLE TO 
WELCOME GUESTS OR
INCORPORATED INTO
YOUR TABLESCAPE,
FLOWERS CAN ADD SO
MUCH CHARM TO
YOUR HARVEST DÉCOR.”

From vineyard to table. Every element of the table
setting, from the gorgeous floral pieces to the plate
of cheese and crackers, is part of the décor.

ABOVE | It’s important
to always be prepared.

Have cozy blankets
readily available for

when the temperature
drops in the evening.

Incorporate nature into
your table setting by
using logs or sliced

wood as serving plates.
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Mix flowers and fruits for
a warm, tasteful display.

Create a cozy space to enjoy a glass of port after
dinner. Lorimar’s landscape is romanticized by a
delicate chandelier hung between the trees and a
bale of hay doubling as a side table. Cider and

cookies are the perfect fall dessert.
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FLOWER
ARRANGEMENTS

Floral designer Jenelle Jackson of
Sweet Flowers Weddings and
Events, created stunning fall-

themed centerpieces inspired by
the wine-country colors. Here she
shares her approach to creating

flowery showpieces for 
any occasion.

BEGIN WITH A THEME. Simply pulling

together flowers that look beautiful on

their own will not necessarily create a

cohesive masterpiece. Jenelle suggests

grouping hydrangeas, calla lilies, dahlias,

ranunculus and some berries with fresh

kale for an elegant look or, for a more

casual country style, gathering up 

sunflowers, mums, gerbera daisies and 

a few roses.

CONSIDER THE LOCATION AND 

SETTING. There are so many ways to

display your flowers—in different sized

containers, right on the table, in napkins

or even on the backs of chairs. Also, for

outdoor events, select hardy flowers that

can withstand the heat.

CHOOSE A CONTAINER OR VASE.

“You never want the vase to overpower

your flowers,” Jenelle says. A rule of

thumb is to keep the height of the flowers

coming out of the top of the vase taller

than the height of the vase itself.

DECIDE WHETHER YOU WANT A TALL

ARRANGEMENT OR A SHORT ONE. This

will be determined by the size of your vase

as well as the weather conditions. Avoid tall

arrangements in windy areas because

they will fall over.

THROW IN A COUPLE NONFLORAL

ELEMENTS. Some of Jenelle’s favorite

items for the season include feathers,

berries, dried grains, gourds and fresh fruit.

Burlap is a fall essential. Use it
in a new way this year by tying it
into a ribbon with other fabrics

and leafy stems.


